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Christopher Adler 
Triangulations: 
New music for khaen, volume one 
 

Contemporary classical composer and performer Christopher 
Adler debuts a collection of innovative solo compositions for the 
khaen, the bamboo free-reed mouth organ of Laos and 
Northeast Thailand.  

“Stunningly distinctive yet steeped in tradition, 
Adler's work stands as a testament to the power 
of global-minded musicmaking.” — SF Weekly 

As the world’s leading innovator in new music for the khaen, 
Adler has introduced this little-known Southeast Asian wind 
instrument to the concert world. The composers represented on 
this recording provide an internationally diverse set of musical 
voices that showcase the versatility of the khaen, from David 
Loeb’s contemplative lyricism, to the experimental techniques of 
Sidney Marquez Boquiren and Vera Ivanova, to the electronic 
soundscapes of Jeff Herriott, and to the intricate polyphonies of 
works by Christopher Burns and Yu Kuwabara, a rising star in 
Japan’s new music scene.  

“...a stunning music sporting unique instrumentation, 
timbres and tones that reflect an affinity for electronic 
music, and an acoustic esthetic that is sonorous, at times 
shimmering, and definitely spiritual.” — All Music Guide 

An experienced practitioner of the musical traditions of Thailand, 
Christopher Adler has developed a diverse portfolio of cross-
cultural compositions and performances over twenty-five years. 
He is a professor of music at the University of San Diego and an 
affiliate of Nief-Norf, San Diego New Music, and the ensemble 
NOISE. His performances of contemporary khaen repertoire 
have appeared on Tzadik, Centaur and Vienna Modern Masters.  

“In Christopher Adler’s virtuoso hands, the evening made 
the case for the versatility of an instrument with charms 
that transcend its limitations.” — Third Coast Digest 
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Track list: 

1  Christopher Adler  Telemetry Lock 

2  Christopher Burns  Triangulation 

3  Sidney Marquez Boquiren  Watawat 

4  David Loeb  A Garden to Linger In 

5  Christopher Adler  Five Cycles 

6  Vera Ivanova  Palpable Breathing 

7  Yu Kuwabara  Mystische Miniatüre 

8  David Loeb  An Ancient Harbor 

9  Jeff Herriott  Patterns in Wide Space 

 

                   


